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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. This is an interesting week because we have Mars opposing Saturn. We have some
interesting configurations coming up around that. We’re going to get a bit of a stubborn moon
right after that and then the New Moon, which is in Taurus, which is going to kind of add to
stubborn and masculine or masculine-type energies. And then that’s the New Moon between Wesak
and the Full Moon of Humanity, so it’s the Sacred New Moon.
Then we have immediately after that a Mercury retrograde that happens on May 18, that’s a
Monday and it’s in Gemini and the timing on that is 6:49 pm Pacific Time. So lots happening.

Then I see really kind of more healing conflicts right after that and the Sun will change signs and
move into Gemini on May 21.
So this is all in all kind of one of those weeks where you just have to say, rather than getting
angry, “This isn’t working I’ll come back to it later.” or “I’ll get something, an extra set of hands to
help me.” or “I can’t think straight right now so I’ll balance my check book a little bit later.” That
sort of thing. So a little postponement until the energy shifts would be a wise thing to do.
And of course, keep breathing and tapping and moving the energy so the emotions aren’t getting
stuck. That will also help.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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